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Uses Of BI Tools
Top 4 Ways To Make the
Most Out Of Business
Intelligence Tools
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Centralized Data Reporting
Transform time-consuming
data reporting processes
into automatic and efficient
practices to design
profitable marketing
campaigns and increase
sales.

Depending on a centralized business
intelligence tool such as Microsoft Power BI can
save your sales and marketing team a lot of
time by automating the recurring processes of
data collection and entry. Moreover, by
delegating these tasks to artificial intelligence
and machine learning, the workforce becomes
empowered to focus on crafting personalized
marketing campaigns that have a higher
chance of closing successful deals. By gaining a
360-degree view of consumer behavior, your
organization can ensure that its selling efforts
are steered in the right direction. The ability to
view and track information in real-time implies
that your team can instantly respond to
changes in market scenarios and optimize their
marketing efforts accordingly and resultantly,
retain clients for long.
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Maximize Operational
Productivity And Efficiency
A dynamic business
intelligence tool can replace
manual reporting processes
with real-time data about
ongoing operations that can
be tracked from anywhere
and at any time.

Let your business intelligence tool take care of
all the reporting associated with sales and
operations in your company. Unifying business
data on one platform saves time and ensures
that there are no errors or repetitions in the
reports generated. Furthermore, as these BI
tools allow data sharing in real-time, they
further ascertain that everyone has access to
the latest piece of information for smarter
decision-making. For the uninitiated, report
automation and such integrations render the
sales team directly with customer relationship
management data so that they can capitalize
on updated, and actionable information to gain
a competitive edge in the market. Another fact
about the self-service BI tools that cannot go
unmentioned here is that they improve
collaboration between multiple users hence,
confirming maximum utilization of the skills of
your workforce.
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Unified View Of Data
A unified platform for data
management and analysis
can help users work with a
transparent picture of all
their operations and mark
the areas that call for
improvement.

Meet both your self-service
and enterprise data analytics
needs on a single platform.
Access powerful semantic
models, and fixed-layout,
pixel-perfect paginated
reports.

Enterprises that operate on a global platform
have thousands of operations to juggle. Being
able to keep track of all of this at once could
get a bit overwhelming if there isn’t a strategic
business intelligence solution guiding the
processes. Upgrading to a modern, self-service
BI platform enables businesses to organize
their workflows on a single platform and create
a unified view of data so that they have the
means to gauge the progress and effectiveness
of their operations at their fingertips. The
workforce will have more access to data than
ever and speed up the report delivery process
to develop innovative projects and maximize
ROI.

Simplify how you analyze
and share large volumes of
data. By using a no-limits
Azure data lake, you’ll
reduce the time it takes to
get insights and increase
collaboration

Take advantage of the latest
advances in AI to help nondata scientists prepare data,
build machine learning
models, and find insights
quickly from both structured
and unstructured data
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Better Risk Management
Use advanced analytics to
identify risks better and
understand the impacts of
different preventive
measures in the long run.

Empower your data management team with
analytics tools that can automatically skim
through heaps of data and delineate indicators
to spot risks and predict their repercussions.
This data analytics model can be leveraged by
business intelligence itself. Through rich data
visualization opportunities, employees can
mark the areas that could be made more
efficient through digitization and offer costcutting prospects. The real-time analytics of the
modern business intelligence tool is capable of
storing years of historical data for the users to
take a deep dive and validate their newlygenerated insights.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER
Applications | Automation | Analytics
Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services.

Contact us:
Office No 125,
Al Ferdous 4,
Al Wasl Road, Dubai.

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Connect with us:
linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai
facebook.com/techfalcondubai
https://twitter.com/techfalcondub

